
Safety and Comfort



TARGRID 

Targrid is an brand of 
García Marín System S.L. 

Committed to the environment!

Targrid was born in response to the needs of the industrial market in terms of well-being and safety 
of operators in production and assembly centers.

With more than 25 years of experience in the industrial sector, we have created 
our carpet / platform.
It has been designed under the most strictly certification and approval controls 
that confirm all their advantages.
Targrid improves the working conditions and consequently the performance of 
workers.

It is our priority growing the 
business in an environmentally 
friendly way. We focus on 
reduction of waste. 

The materials are gotten from 
sustainable souces, as well as 
possible.



ANTISTATIC

INSULATION

ANTI-FATIGUE

ANTI-SLIP

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS

FLOATING

MODULAR

DRAINING SYSTEM

EASY TO CLEAN

- Approval by Occupational hazards service.

- Perfectly adaptation to all kind of floors and slopes.

FEATURES

- Prevents the development or accumulation of static electricity on their Surface.
- Protects workers against Electric shocks.

- Keeps away, the heat, cold, vibrations, etc. from the feet of the worker.
-  Improves your working conditions at any season.

- Relieves pressure on the feet, stimulating blood circulation and reducing the stress 
on the lower back.

- The rugged non-slip system prevents falls or slips in wet environments and by 
accumulation of liquids.
                                  

- The design formed by metallic planks separated between them, allows the liquids 
and residues through it, preventing the accumulation on their Surface. In this 
way, the risk of working in humid areas or in spilled liquids zones is neutralized.

- The moorings system allows cover any working área, whatever extensive is it, being 
able to join several units between them.
- Corners and other complementary accessories prevent small areas remain uncover.

- The opened design keeps the dirt and dust away from the Surface, your feet are 
always safe.
- Oil resistance.
- Easier cleaning process, on the Surface or under it.
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Targrid standard size 1500 mm

Ramp with protective rubber
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4 Size 2500 mm Targrid

Fork to join platforms

Standard dimensions (mm): 1500 x 800 x 40
Material: Aluminum anodized
                Technical rubber (used in footwear)
Aluminum treatment: chemical neutral vanishing
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MEASUREMENTS AND MATERIALS

GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION

There is being the possibility to join between them by moorings. This allows lengthen as well as necessary 
the platform and occupy the full width of the table.



In machinery handling At counters

In handling areasIn warehouses

In hospitality

Certified product
Nº 19/32301454

Meets the criteria of the 
security directive general  

2001/95/CE.

Made in Spain

APLICATIONS

APPROVED AND CERTIFIED PRODUCT

Targrid can be applied to any work activity that needs to increase physical comfort and safety of their 
workers. Neutralizes or improves, the accumulation of static work hours, the risks of landslides and it’is 
a perfect isolation for adverse environmental elements.



targrid.com   
Tel: +34937854245 - Whatsapp: 698524341

targrid@targrid.com
Pol. Ind. Pe�t - C/ Puigbarral, 34 - i

08227 Terrassa (Barcelona)
Targrid de Garcia Marin System


